
Dependable  
green energy

Airborne Wind Energy
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Efficiency

 › Electricity output

 › Utilization of areas with low wind speeds

 › Reduces the need for grid expansion and storage units

 › Lowers electricity costs

Environment

 › 100 % renewable energy

 › 95 % less material consumption

 › 75 % smaller carbon footprint

 › 100 kW installation: saves 200,000 l of diesel and 540 t of CO2 p.a.

Acceptance

 › Minimized impact on the landscape

 › Minimized casting of shadows and low noise

 › Enables regional sourcing and self-sufficiency

Data is based on the production from comparable conventional wind turbines

A flexible kite system  
for dependable green  
electricity, worldwide 



Solar irradiance:  
GHI = 2.83 kWh/m2/d

over 70 kW 5–70 kW under 5 kW

Annual wind at 30 m:  
v = 7.4 m/s, k = 2.28

Annual wind at 200 m:  
v = 10.3 m/s, k = 2.21

PV  12 %

WT  35 % 

EK200 75 %
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Flying high
Dependable electricity supply
EnerKíte uses ultra-light wings in three ways to 
optimize the steadiness of wind energy:
1. Capturing strong winds at great heights.
2. Designing installations for low rated wind.
3. Rotational take off from the ground, even in 

windless conditions. 

The calculated annual production illustrates this: 
An EK200 can supply twice as much electricity 
as a 100 kW wind turbine (WT) and six times 
more than a PV installation with the same per-
formance attributes. The EnerKíte EK200 instal-
lations usually supply 70 kW or more and rarely 
less than 5 kW. They are virtually baseload instal-
lations and reduce the need for storage units in 
self-sufficient off-grid applications. 

High winds

Strong, steady winds
New materials and intelligent control technology 
enable access to strong and steady high winds. 
EnerKíte airborne wind turbines capture ener-
gy where it is available in almost inexhaustible 
abundance. This means that EnerKítes can gen-
erate electricity over 90% of the time and ensure 
a high capacity factor of up to 75%. The required 
temporary storage units are smaller. Combined 
with suitable storage units, a secure, regenerative 
electricity supply is possible without substantial 
grid expansion.

Simply overcoming the volatility of 
renewables
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Resources

Less is more

25–30 %
Capacity factor

at a hub height  
of 80 to 140 m

10 %
Material

50 %  
Carbon footprint

50–70 % 
Capacity factor

at an altitude  
of 200 to 300 m

Our contribution to the resource revolution
To ensure that wind turbines can exploit steady 
and strong winds, some 1,000 t of steel and con-
crete are required for each megawatt installed. 
On top of this, additional resources are required 
for storage and grid expansion.  

300 m

140 m

Cable

Engine 
house 

Engine house

Rotor blades Wings

BaseplateFoundations

Tower

1 / 1

1 / 15

1 / 100

1 / 1,000

EnerKítes have replaced the tower and massive 
foundations with cables, sensors and controllers. 
The engine house rests on the ground, stable 
and secure under its own weight. With twice the 
production, 95 % material savings*, 75 % better 
CO2 balance* and less fluctuations in electricity 
generation, EnerKíte is setting new standards in 
efficiency and 100 % renewable energy.

* in terms of annual production
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95% savings 
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How it works
The technology

Harvesting principle
EnerKítes work in two phases. In the working 
phase, the wing flies in a horizontal figure eight 
crosswise to the wind at maximum cable force. 
The tether is let out and drives a generator 
winch (G). In the return phase, the wing glides 
back to the starting point as quickly as possible. 
The generator works here in engine mode (M). 
This completes the cycle. In the long working 
phase, the power is some ten times greater 
than in the short return phase. Thus each cycle 

supplies a positive energy contribution.  
The control system regulates the cyclical se-
quence, limits load peaks and optimally adjusts 
the flight path to changing wind conditions.
Unlike on conventional wind turbine installa-
tions, the electrical energy is converted on the 
ground. The wing is also controlled from the 
ground. The EnerKíte maxim is: Only what abso-
lutely must fly in the air belongs up there.

Fully-automatic operation

All operational manoeuvres are controlled fully 
automatically. From its parking position, the wing 
starts on a rotating mast as soon as a wind of 
more than 2.5 m/s is expected at the operating 
height, which enables the generation of energy. 
If there is a lack of wind, a thunderstorm or no 
current demand for electricity, the wing lands and 
returns to its parking position. 

Wing in harvesting mode Wing shortly before landing
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Maximum production
Unique concept

EnerWíng
 › Wing winding Patented wing system

 › Passive No flaps or propellers

 › Light Carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer 
(CFRP) design with covering 

 › Efficient High lift, low resistance

 › Economical Durable and manufactured 
industrially

EnerSeil
 › Cable design High durability

 › Precision winding Protects the cables

 › Cable monitoring Avoids cable breaks

 › 3-line design Retraction in the event of a 
cable break

Rotational start
EnerKíte uses a fully automatic rotational start 
and landing concept. This enables us to launch 
the kite from the ground even if there is almost 
no wind and pull it up to a height where it can 
continue to climb independently. Thanks to the 
ultra-light design of the EnerWíng and dispens-
ing with an onboard start system, EnerKíte can 
start harvesting energy even at very low wind 
speeds. This is essential for economical operation 
in inland areas.

It starts from the 
ground even when 
there is almost no wind

Light, durable wing 

Fail-safe cable 
system 
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Scaling levels
As a container system, stationary and mobile in-
stallations with an output of up to 100 kW enable 
existing applications and open up new ones in a 
dynamically growing market.

For operators, wind power is then cheaper and 
easier to plan for over the long term than power 
from the socket or from diesel generators.

At suitable locations, MW EnerKítes will convert 
wind energy economically and make it usable 
even without state feed-in payments. Previously 
undeveloped locations, such as inland areas with 
low winds, in difficult terrain or offshore at great 
ocean depths will become economically possible 
to exploit.

For every application

30 m2 100 kW
EK4M EK1M EK200

2 MW0.5 MW

The right product

Power installation class 

With spans of over 50 m, the EK4M installations 
with a rated output of 2 MW constitute the target 
size for inland wind farms. With spans of over 50 m, 
the EK4M installations with a rated output of 2 MW 
constitute the target size for inland wind farms.

e-mobility 

Decentralized and off-grid fast-charging infra-
structure. An EK200 can charge 50 e-cars per 
day with a range of 200 km. If using the planned 
EK1M, energy production would increase five 
times and electricity costs would be halved.
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Agriculture

Self-sufficiency for agricultural businesses and com-
munities, with power requirements of 250 MWh per 
year and more. The EK200 is ideal as a supplement 
or alternative to photovoltaic installations.
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  300 m

200 m

100 m

25 m180 m450 m500 m

Safely at a distance
A site-specific safety 

concept defines the operation of 
individual installations  

and wind farmsWe recommend a distance of at least 500 m from 
residential areas and public transport routes. 

Depending on the location, the operating range 
should be adapted to the requirements and pre-
vailing wind directions and strengths. This allows 
the installation to move closer to a consumer in the 
prevailing wind direction.

The distance between the installations ranges from 
180 m to 250 m, depending on their size. When us-
ing the EK4M, power densities of up to 32 MW/km² 
can be achieved.

According to a study conducted by the Fraunhofer 
IWES, approximately 5 % of Germany’s land area is 
viable to use.

Operating concept
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Your investment
It’s worth it

Corporate investments
You can already invest in EnerKíte today:  
EnerKíte offers venture capitalists a direct corpo-
rate investment in our product development and 
market launch. The investments are matched by 
state, federal and EU grants, which reduces the 
risks involved. Please contact us about this at 
invest@enerkite.de .

A comparison: EnerKíte vs wind turbine 

EnerKítes operate at many times the height of 
conventional 100 kW wind turbines and are  
designed for significantly lower-rated wind 
speeds. Even at approximately the same level of 
investment, the electricity production costs are 
more than halved. We will help you plan your 
project. Check for yourself and let us know your 
requirements and location using the:  
www.enerkite.de/calculator

Example calculation for the 
reference location:
annual wind 5.5 m/s at 30 m, 
roughness z0 = 0,1;  
Rayleigh distribution k = 2

100 kW wind turbine 100 kW EK200

Investment costs (CAPEX in thousands of € / kW)

Annual energy production (AEP in 100 MWh)

Electricity generation costs (LCOE in ct / kWh)
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EnerKíte was founded in 2010 with the goal 
of making dependable green energy available 
around the globe using high winds and kites. 

Our mission is the successful implementation of 
our unique kite system, which can supply de-
pendable green electricity worldwide. Initially, the 
smallest possible scale will be selected to provide 
technical and economic proof in high-growth 
niches. This will then be followed by the scaling 
up to the MW class. Twenty years of industry 
knowledge, interdisciplinary expertise, respect for 
nature and technology and the art of achieving 
great goals in appropriately sized steps charac-
terize the team’s mindset and work culture. 

EnerKíte works towards the sustainable success 
of its products and services and maintains re-
spectful relationships with partners and suppli-
ers. Transparency, networking, solution-oriented 
processes and fair exchanges of knowledge 
and information are the cornerstones of our 
collaborations.

Company

Experts, entrepreneurs  
and enthusiasts

Dr Alexander Bormann (CEO)  
co-founder, visionary,  

enthusiast and entrepreneur. 
Has been working in aviation 

since 1985 and in wind energy 
since 1995 

Dr Bernhard Kämpf (CTO) 
founder of multiple companies, indus-

try-proven expert for systems engineering 
and control technology 

(Siemens, Rolls-Royce, Boeing, BMW)

Christian Schmeing (CFO) 
25 years working in the corporate 

world and in renewables, as a finance 
executive, in mergers and acquisitions, 

as a transformational leader  
(Siemens, Senvion, GE, and others)
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The 25-person team (as of 2021) works 
at locations in Potsdam and Berlin and has 
obtained authorization for flight tests at six 
locations in four federal states. 
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